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ABOUT THIS BOOK

About this book

This guidebook contains all the information you need. The hard work has
been done for you so you can plan your
trip from home without spending hours
on the internet or perusing the usual pile
of books, maps and guides.
When you’re all packed and ready to
go, there’s comprehensive public transport information to get you to and from the trail and 64 detailed maps
(1:20,000) and 13 town plans to help you find your way along it. The
route guide section includes:
l All standards of accommodation with reviews of campsites, hostels, B&Bs, guesthouses and hotels
l Walking companies if you want an organised tour and baggagetransfer services if you just want your luggage carried
l Suggested itineraries for all types of walkers
l Answers to all your questions: when to go, degree of difficulty,
what to pack, and how much the whole walking holiday will cost
l Walking times and GPS waypoints
l Cafés, pubs, tearooms, takeaways, restaurants and shops for buying supplies
l Rail, bus and taxi information for all places along the path
l Maps of the main towns and villages: Thetford, Castle Acre, Old
Hunstanton, Hunstanton, Burnham Deepdale, Wells-next-the-Sea,
Cley next the Sea, Sheringham, Cromer, Mundesley, Sea Palling and
Great Yarmouth
l Historical, cultural and geographical background information

❏ MINIMUM IMPACT FOR MAXIMUM INSIGHT

Everybody needs a break; climb a mountain or jump in a lake.
Christy Moore, Lisdoonvarna
Why is walking in wild and solitary places so satisfying? Partly it is the
sheer physical pleasure: sometimes pitting one’s strength against the elements, sometimes relaxing on the springy turf or sand. The beauty and
wonder of the natural world restore our sense of proportion, freeing us
from the stresses and strains of everyday life.
All this the countryside gives us and the least we can do is to safeguard
it by supporting rural economies, local businesses and environmentally
sensitive forms of transport, and low-impact methods of farming and
land use. In this book there is a detailed and illustrated chapter on the
wildlife and conservation of Norfolk and a chapter on minimum impact
walking with ideas on how to tread lightly in this fragile environment. By
following these principles we can help to preserve our natural heritage
for future generations.
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INTRODUCTION
In that country of luminous landscapes and wide horizons where the wind runs
in the reeds and the slow rivers flow to our cold sea, a man may still sense and
live something of the older England which was uninhabited, free and natural.
Alan Savory, Norfolk Fowler

Above: Approaching Wells harbour from the beach.

Norfolk
olour - 6

Introduction

On the surface, the Peddars Way and Norfolk Coast Path seem
unlikely companion routes. One is an ancient ‘dry’ route to the shoreline whilst the other is a
... one of the most
more modern trail vulnerastraightforward and enjoyable
ble to the vagaries of the
National Trails to walk
North Sea. However, this
marriage of convenience results in one of the most straightforward
and enjoyable National Trails to walk.
It was Noel Coward, in Private Lives, who labelled Norfolk
‘very flat’, dismissing at a stroke Britain’s fifth largest county as
being rather dull. True, this is a peaceful, undramatic countryside
without mountain ranges, valleys or major towns, yet it is full of subtle charms, littered with picturesque villages and populated with
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secret spaces, wild shores and some spectacular scenery, all bathed in a very
particular light created by the area’s legendary wide skies.
Heading north on the Peddars Way there’s time to ponder the bewildering
notion that the Romans, who created the path, were far from the first to pass this
way. Even then the route from Knettishall Heath to the coast, from the forested
Suffolk–Norfolk border to the sea,
The Romans, who created the
was an ancient highway, a safe, dry
path, were far from the first to
chalk ridge above the treacherous
pass this way.
mudflats, fens and marshes. There is
a lazy roll to the fields and farmland, nothing too taxing for your lungs or legs,
but enough to change the perspective thus concealing a windmill or church
tower, hiding the remnants of Neolithic and Bronze Age civilisations, and
delaying tantalising glimpses of the coast. This part of Norfolk has always had
a raw deal and is rarely thought of in the same light as the more celebrated
northern coast. As a result, it is quieter and emptier, but no less magical. The
landscape around Little Cressingham, Castle Acre and Sedgeford is frequently
underrated but if you are willing to forgo a few urban pleasures for a couple of
days this timeless stretch of Norfolk is very rewarding.
Dog-legs in the notoriously straight Roman road near Ringstead lead to the
sea, where there is an unassuming meeting of the two paths at Holme. Nothing
prepares you for the scale and beauty of the North Norfolk coast. From here on
the Coast Path bears both west to Hunstanton – the official start point of the
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Norfolk Coast Path – and east towards Cromer
and on to Hopton-on-Sea. The Coast Path
combines brisk head-up walking over beach,
bunker and boardwalk, through fragile dunes
and past salt-marshes, crumbling cliffs, and
creeks of fast-filling, fast-emptying tidal
water. Along this stretch there is a constant
blurring of sea, salt, sand and sky, but rather
than making the area too similar the coastline
has an ever-changing beauty.
The western half of the coast path enjoys
vast expanses of beach and dunes with plenty
of sand and space between amenities, while
the central section is a little tamer and tidier,
with the sand succumbing to shingle and traditional fishing communities giving way to the
charms of faded Victorian seaside towns such Above: Many villages in Norfolk
have colourful signs featuring
as Wells, Sheringham and Cromer.
their crests. Below: Holkham
Nonetheless there are still some unmissable
Hall (see p156) is three miles
villages such as Stiffkey, Morston, Blakeney from the trail and can be visited.
and Cley containing little more than a glorious
church and a cluster of cottages centred on a pub serving outstanding food and

Norfolk
olour - 8
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________________________________________________________

local ale. There are also some of the best nature reserves and wildlife or birdspotting sites in the country. Beyond the pier at Cromer the eastern end of the
coast path leans to the right as it rounds the long shoulder of Norfolk and heads
towards Suffolk, to finish south of Great Yarmouth. Given the lack of information on this section of the coast you’d be forgiven for thinking that there’s nothing here. The reality is that there are vast sandy beaches at Waxham, Horsey and
Winterton-on-Sea that are a match for the beautiful beaches on the north coast.
There’s a seal colony right on the shore that rivals the breeding grounds at
Blakeney Point. A number of once fashionable, upmarket seaside destinations
act as counterpoints to the pleasure beaches and kiss-me-quick charm of the
larger towns like Great Yarmouth.
In its full form, this is a walk to saunter along and savour in every respect;
the many gastro pubs and restaurants boast some of the finest, freshest ingredients that Britain has to offer. Ecclesiastical remains all along the route are
indicative of the wealth and status the region once enjoyed; the churches built
on the profits of a thriving medieval wool trade are almost always worth a visit
as are the grand Palladian-style houses. Walk slowly with your eyes open and
spend time exploring this landscape with its simple lines and succumb to its
many and varied charms.
HISTORY

The route of the Peddars Way is a combination of the historic and the more
modern, the old and the purposely created. First used by migrating animals and
then the hunters who pursued them, the remnants of ancient travellers are visible as shards of worked flint and Bronze Age tumuli. The path as we now
know it was developed around AD61, when the Romans established routes
across East Anglia in the wake of the defeat of the Iceni (a Celtic tribe who
inhabited areas covered by modern-day Norfolk between the 1st century BC
and the 1st century AD) and Queen Boudica (also written as Boudicca and
Boadicea). The military route that was to become the Peddars Way, established
between the Roman garrison at Colchester and the heart of Iceni land, was
meant to offer access to all areas of the region and allow troops to police the
rebellious territory. As with most Roman roads it was built in a straight line and
constructed from locally sourced material.

❏ England Coast Path

With a projected total length of 2795 miles, the England Coast Path
will cover the country’s entire seashore and in so doing, be one of
the world’s longest walking routes. The stretches of English coastline that do not yet have pedestrian rights of way are in various
stages of negotiation to establish access for walkers, with the goal
being to open the England Coast Path in 2020. Joining sections such
as the South West Coast Path and substantial stretches of the coasts of Sussex, Kent,
Essex and Northumbria, the extension between Cromer and the border of Norfolk and
Suffolk was up and running – or walking – by 2017.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

and houses or loiter in the seaside towns longer, allow closer to two weeks.
Similarly, if you wish to make side trips or build in excursions to see the seals
on Blakeney Point (see box p170) or the birds, particularly along the coast, factor in a couple more days.
See pp31-3 for some
If you are camping don’t undersuggested itineraries covering
estimate how much longer it will
different walking speeds
take you to carry a full pack and all

your gear the same distance. Rather than yomping across the countryside, consider travelling more slowly; by taking it easy more of the area’s subtle delights
and secrets will become apparent. On pp31-3 there are some suggested itineraries for people walking at different speeds. If you only have a long weekend or
a couple of days concentrate on the best bits; there is a list of recommended day
and weekend walks in the box on pp34-5.

SEASONS

When to go

In general, Norfolk is dry in comparison to the rest of the UK, with Breckland
(see p56) on the Norfolk–Suffolk border actually the driest part of the country.
However, Norfolk is exposed to the
full force of the weather sweeping in The main walking season is from
Easter to the end of September
from the North Sea so expect conditions to be changeable and be prepared for rain or a strong wind at any time of year. Equally, the area enjoys a high
percentage of clear, sunny days when temperatures can soar. Although there are
no obvious best times to go, the main walking season is from Easter to the end
of September.

Spring
The fresh spring days can be particularly pleasant on the Peddars Way; as the
weather warms up and the days grow longer the surrounding countryside begins
to come to life, wild flowers start to bloom and crops in the cultivated fields
begin to grow. Animals start to establish territories and look for a mate while in
March birds begin to migrate to their summer breeding grounds. You can still
be caught by a cold snap or icy wind well into May though, so be prepared for
changeable conditions.

Summer
The popular tourist towns along the North Norfolk coast can get particularly
busy during the school holidays in July and August as the weather is at its
warmest. Wildlife is also at its most visible, with juvenile animals beginning to
appear and chicks that have left the nest starting to search for their own food.
By the end of the season birds become quieter as they moult their worn feathers, so head to the heathland or woodland to see the diverse flora instead.
Norfolk
lour - 12
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PLANNING YOUR WALK
Practical information for the walker

ROUTE FINDING

This should be straightforward since the entire path
is clearly visible, well-trodden and marked with
clear signage. Finger-posts marked with an acorn
symbol show the direction of the path at most junctions. The Peddars Way is perfectly straight in
many places and can be seen arrowing across the
countryside, while the Norfolk Coast Path largely
follows the North Norfolk shoreline, occasionally
detouring inland. Where you have to cross Great Yarmouth to conclude the trek, look for stickers showing the National Trail acorn
symbol on lampposts instead of the traditional finger signposts.
GPS

While modern Wainwrights will scoff, more open-minded walkers
will accept that GPS technology can be an inexpensive, well-established if non-essential navigational aid. In no time at all a GPS
receiver with a clear view of the sky will establish your position and
altitude in a variety of formats, including the British OS grid system,
to within a few metres. However, a GPS is not a replacement for a
map and compass. Although modern units are robust and durable, it
only takes a flat battery to render them useless. You should view the
two systems as compatible and use both older and newer technologies together. A GPS will prevent you from making exaggerated
errors when navigating and will reduce the time it takes to correct
mistakes if you do stray off the path.
Using GPS with this book is an option. Without it you could end
up ambling confidently along the wrong path. With it you can quickly establish your position and work out how to return to your last
known position on the trail.

Using GPS with this book
It is not expected that you will walk along checking off the GPS waypoints found throughout the book, since the detailed maps and route

_______________________________________________

(Opposite) The windmill at Cley next the Sea is now a B&B (see p174).
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descriptions are more than sufficient for finding your way on the Peddars Way
and Norfolk Coast Path most of the time. Only when you are unsure of your
position or need reassurance as to which way to go might you feel the need to
reach for your GPS for confirmation.
The maps in the route guide include numbered waypoints; these correlate to
the list on pp229-31, which gives the latitude/longitude position in a decimal
minute format as well as a description. Where the path is vague, or there are
several alternatives, you will find more waypoints. Typically landmarks or other
significant features are also waymarked. Waypoints are less common in towns
or villages but can still be found to help you pin down the path ahead or identify
a junction.
You can manually key the nearest presumed waypoint from the list into
your GPS as and when the need arises. Alternatively, with less room for error
when inputting the co-ordinates, download the complete list for free as a GPSreadable file (that doesn’t include the text descriptions) from the Trailblazer
website. You’ll need the correct cable and adequate memory in your unit (typically the ability to store 500 waypoints or more). The file as well as instructions
on how to interpret an OS grid reference can be found on the Trailblazer website: : trailblazer-guides.com.
It’s also possible to buy state-of-the-art digital mapping to import into your
GPS unit, assuming that you have sufficient memory capacity, but it’s not the
most reliable way of navigating and the small screen on your pocket-sized unit
will invariably fail to put places into context or give you the ‘big picture’. This
is also a far more expensive option than buying the traditional OS paper maps
which, whilst bulkier, are always preferable.
Bear in mind that the vast majority of people who tackle the Peddars Way
and Norfolk Coast Path do so perfectly successfully without a GPS unit. Instead
of rushing out to invest in one, consider putting the money towards good-quality
waterproofs or footwear instead. That said, a GPS unit may assist in the odd
dicey decision, and if used correctly in tandem with this book’s waypoints might
just see you safely to the next pub or overnight stop that much more quickly.

ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation is available along the length of the Peddars Way and Norfolk
Coast Path. However, there is not a lot of choice along the Peddars Way, which
passes through a thinly populated part of the county, and on occasions there are
just one or two options each night. In these instances you may find it difficult
to pick and choose something appropriate for your budget so may opt to detour
from the path to one of the larger nearby villages or towns, where you will generally find a wider range of places to stay.
Once you arrive on the coast there is generally more choice, from campsites
to luxury hotels, although as you head round the coast from Cromer towards
Hopton-on-Sea there is substantially less than on the more popular North
Norfolk Coast. The route guide (Part 4) includes a full selection of places to stay
both on the trail and in the nearby villages.

30 Planning your walk
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if you want to factor in a meal out, a pint at the end of each day and a few
unforeseen expenses along the route, it’s more realistic to expect to spend £3040pp per day.
HOSTELS AND BUNKHOUSES

Hostels/bunkhouse accommodation on the Norfolk Coast Path costs between
£10 and £22.50pp. With the exception of the bunkhouse at Courtyard Farm,
each has their own self-catering kitchen so you can save money by preparing
meals using locally bought produce.
Occasionally you will need or want to eat out, which will increase your
expenditure. Around £40-50pp should cover accommodation and the odd meal
and post-walk ale. If you’re going to eat out more nights than not, you ought to
increase your budget to £60pp per day.

P L A N N I N G

Y O U R
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B&Bs, INNS, GUESTHOUSES AND HOTELS

B&B prices can be as little as £25pp per night (based on two sharing) but are
often two to three times as much, especially if walking on your own as most
establishments will levy a single occupancy supplement. The rate includes
breakfast though. Incorporate a packed lunch, pint, pub meal and other expenses to your budget and you’ll spend around £50-70pp per day.
If staying in a guesthouse or hotel, rates are likely to be higher; expect to
pay £80-100pp per day. There are also opportunities along the route to stay in
smart boutique accommodation that costs more than £100pp per night, and fine
dining or Michelin-starred restaurants where you can blow the budget as well.
EXTRAS

Any number of forgotten items or last-minute expenses can eat into your budget
so factor in a contingency fund for buses, ice-creams, beer, souvenirs, postcards
and stamps; it all adds up!

Itineraries

The route guide in this book has not been split into rigid daily stages. Rather, it
has been structured to provide you with accessible information in order to plan
your own itinerary. The Peddars Way and Norfolk Coast Path can be tackled in
various ways, the most challenging of which is to do it all in one go; this
requires around 10-12 days.
Some people choose to complete the walk in three stages: The Peddars Way
and coast path from Holme to Hunstanton; the coast path from Hunstanton to
Cromer; and the remainder of the route from Cromer to Hopton-on-Sea.
Alternatively, people tackle the trek as a series of short walks, returning year
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after year to do the next section. Others just pick and choose the best bits, skipping those areas that don’t interest them as much. Still others go on linear day
walks along the coast, using public transport to return to their base.
To help you plan your walk see the planning map (opposite the inside back
cover) and the table of village and town facilities on pp36-9; the latter provides
a full rundown of the essential information you will need regarding accommodation, eating options and services.
SUGGESTED ITINERARIES

22.5
10
10
11
20
10
4.5
4)
19

17
13
17
8

Place

Medium
Approx
Distance
miles km

Knettishall Heath*
(Merton)*
14
S Pickenham 6¼
Castle Acre* 9½
(Sedgeford)* 14
Holme*
6
(Hunstanton* 2½
Hunstanton*
Burnham
Deepdale
Wells
Cley*
Cromer*

12

22.5
10
15
22.5
9
4)
19

10½ 17
10½ 17
14
22.5

Place

Fast
Approx
Distance
miles km

Knettishall Heath*
S Pickenham 17½ 28
Castle Acre 9½ 15
Holme*
20
32
(Hunstanton* 2½ 4)

Hunstanton*
Burnham 12
Deepdale
Blakeney 18
Cromer*
17

19

29
27.5

Notes:
Places in brackets are a short walk off the official Peddars Way/Norfolk Coast Path
l * Alternative to specified accommodation option available
l Beyond Cromer the only camping option is at Waxham (see p211), just after Sea
Palling, so some 19 miles on from Cromer and around 19 miles from Hopton. This
could be used for the fast-pace timetable but is not relevant for the slower ones, where
walkers will have to switch to B&B-style accommodation (as there are also no hostels).
l

Y O U R

Peddars Way
0 Knettishall Heath*
1 (Merton)*
14
2 S Pickenham 6¼
3 (Swaffham)
6¼
4 Castle Acre* 6¾
5 (Gt Bircham) 12½
6 Ringstead
6¼
7 Holme*
3
(Hunstanton* 2½
Norfolk Coast Path
Hunstanton*
8 Burnham
12
Deepdale
9 Wells
10½
10 Blakeney
8
11 Sheringham* 10½
12 Cromer*
5

CAMPING

P L A N N I N G

Relaxed
Place
Approx
Distance
Night
miles km

WA L K

The suggested itineraries in the boxes below, on p32 and on p33 may also be
helpful; they are based on different accommodation types – camping, hostels
and B&Bs – with each one then broken down into three alternatives according
to how quickly you walk. These are only suggestions though; feel free to adapt
them to your needs. You will need to factor in your travelling time before and
after the walk too.
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Peddars Way. However, it is not secure and you shouldn’t leave your car here
for an extended period – and particularly not for the time it takes to complete
the trek.
The end of the Coast Path at Hopton-on-Sea is reached by following the
A47 from Norwich, via Great Yarmouth and Gorleston, or by following the
A146 and A143. The A149 links King’s Lynn to Great Yarmouth and snakes
along the coast connecting the small towns and villages rather than taking a
more direct route inland.

P L A N N I N G

Y O U R

WA L K

LOCAL TRANSPORT

Local transport along the lengths of the Peddars Way and Norfolk Coast Path is
of varied quality. The Peddars Way is very poorly served and a number of the
smaller, more out-of-the-way villages are entirely unconnected to other towns
or, at best, have one service a week. This is a problem if you are looking to do
linear walks in the area or if you simply want to give your feet a rest and skip
ahead. Once you arrive on the North Norfolk coast though the story improves,
with a service (see below) designed to help tired coastal walkers and day trippers access the villages and towns along the route. However, the quality of service deteriorates again for the last sections of the walk.
The public transport map on pp52-3 shows the most useful bus and train
routes and the box on p51 and p54 gives details of the frequency of services and
whom you should contact for timetable information.

Coastal bus service
At the time of writing the excellent Coasthopper service was being taken over
(from Stagecoach) by Lynx (36 Coastliner) and Sanders (Coasthopper Nos 4 &
5); see box p54. The new timetables weren’t finalised, but it is expected that the
service will continue to operate year-round along the North Norfolk coast and
will be improved because services will continue to Mundesley rather than just
to Cromer. Timetables will be available on both companies’ websites but also at
tourist information centres, hostels, cafés and other information outlets on and
around the route. However, it is essential to check before travel as details can
change.
Lynx will operate services from King’s Lynn to Wells (and Walsingham),
and Sanders from Wells to Mundesley. A variety of tickets are available (single,
two-trip ie return, weekly, 10-trip and monthly) and tickets will be valid on both
companies’ (No 36 and No 4) services. However, if you expect to use the bus
quite a bit it would be worth buying a Coast ticket (1-day £10, 3-day £21, or 7day £36; reduced fares for children and family groups) for unlimited travel in
the period of validity on Coastliner buses.
The services have a number of set pick-up and drop-off points but also
operate on a hail-and-ride basis as long as they can stop in a safe place.
Almost all buses are step-free making them accessible to pushchairs and
wheelchairs. Dogs are allowed on the buses but bicycles aren’t.
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o Public transport services

Flexibus (% 0300-123 1145, : norfolk.gov.uk/flexibus)
This is another dial-and-ride service covering a number of the smaller towns and
villages across the county. Call to arrange your travel destination, date and time at
least 24hrs in advance; and on a Friday if you want to travel on a Monday.
Harling Flexibus (term time Mon-Fri 9am-2.30pm; school holidays
Mon-Fri 8am-4pm) covers Attleborough, Diss & Thetford;
Swaffham Flexibus covers Sporle and Castle Acre (Mon-Fri 7am-7pm,
Saturday service available);
Wayland Flexibus (term time Mon-Fri 9am-2.30pm; school holidays
Mon-Fri 8am-4pm) travels between Attleborough and Watton.
Simonds (% 01379-647300, : simonds.co.uk)
338 Bury St Edmunds to Diss via Coney Weston, Mon-Fri 4/day, Sat 3/day

West Norfolk Community Transport (% 01553-776971, : wnct.co.uk)
12 North Pickenham to Swaffham, Mon-Fri 2-3/day, Sat 1-2/day
22 King’s Lynn to Fakenham via Great Massingham, Harpley & Kiptons Wood,
Mon-Fri 2/day plus 1/day from Great Massingham and 1/day to Kiptons Wood,
Sat 1-2/day to Kiptons Wood only
(cont’d on p54)

Y O U R

Suffolk Links Brecks Area Bus (BB; % 01638-664304, : suffolkonboard.com)
Brecks Bus Thetford (bus or railway station) to Knettishall Heath; a Demand
Responsive Transport (DRT) service (dial-a-ride), in the Brecks area, that
operates Monday (except bank holidays) to Saturday between 7am and 7pm but
must be booked (call Mon to Fri between 8am and 3.45pm); bookings can be
made up to a fortnight in advance and in the peak season it is recommended you
do book at least a week in advance.

P L A N N I N G

Bus services
Coach Services (% 01842-821509, : coachservicesltd.com)
40 King’s Lynn to Thetford, Mon-Fri 2/day, Sat 1/day
81 Thetford to Watton, Mon-Fri 4/day
84 Bury St Edmunds to Thetford, Mon-Fri 9/day, Sat 6/day
86 Brandon to Bury St Edmunds via Thetford, Mon-Sat 5/day plus Mon-Fri 2/day,
Sun 4/day
200/201 Mildenhall to Thetford via Brandon, Mon-Fri 6/day plus Sat 4/day
332 Bury St Edmunds to Thetford via Honington, Mon-Sat 3/day (evening only)

WA L K

The following list is not completely comprehensive but does cover the most important services. Unless specified otherwise services operate year-round, though some
may be less frequent in winter. For full and up-to-date details of bus services and
timetables contact the individual companies or visit their websites. Alternatively, for
an overview of public transport in the region and to plan your journey visit traveline’s
website (: travelineeastanglia.co.uk), or call them (% 0871-200 2233) but be aware
that calls costs at least 12p a minute.
Note that not all stops are listed.
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Sandringham
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Walsingham
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THE ENVIRONMENT &
NATURE
The environment and conservation

To the uninitiated, the Peddars Way and Norfolk Coast Path don’t
seem all that distinctive. They lack many of the recognisable features
of other national trails in England. Yet on closer examination it is
possible to determine a wide variety of contrasting terrains and habitats from one end of the trail to the other: grasslands, heath, woodlands, forests, sand dunes, salt-marshes, wide beaches and vast
stretches of coast. These varied environments are home to an equally
diverse selection of flora and fauna. The following is not designed to
be a comprehensive guide to all the animals, birds and plants you
might encounter, but rather serves as an introduction to what you’re
likely to see.
By making an effort to look out for wildlife and plants as you
walk the route you will garner a broader appreciation of the landscape
and region you are passing through. You will begin to understand how
the species you encounter interact with one another and will learn a
little about the conservation issues that are so pertinent today.

LANDSCAPES

Norfolk has been moulded by a series of glaciations. The land has
been shaped, smoothed and stripped by the passage of ice. The chalk
ridge running through north-west Norfolk was rounded while wide
swathes of clay and gravel were deposited on top of older rocks.
Intriguing features such as the pingo ponds around Thompson Water
(see box p97) remain as evidence of these successive ice ages. As the
coast and cliffs have been subjected to erosion so they have given up
a series of secrets. The bones and teeth of hippo, hyena and deer have
been found while the 85%-complete fossil skeleton of a 15ft tall,
650,000-year-old elephant was unearthed in 1990 in the cliffs
between East and West Runton, indicative of a time when the landscape looked very different indeed.
Within the Norfolk Coast AONB (see pp58-9) there are eight
distinguishable landscape types. The coastal region with its open,
remote and wild panorama of wide skies and long views to the sea is
the most typical of the area and the one that conjures the most ready
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BIRDS

Flora and fauna

T H E E N V I R O N M E N T & N AT U R E

Few birdwatchers, serious or amateur, will not have been to Norfolk or know of
its reputation amongst twitchers. This is largely due to the county’s strategic
location facing Scandinavia, slap bang on a migration pathway, its long coast line
and its extremely diverse range of coastal and inland habitats, many of which
enjoy protected status as nature reserves (see box opposite). The marshes and
inter-tidal mudflats along the coast are important breeding grounds for a vast
number of species as they offer feeding and safe roost sites. The county has some
of the best year-round birding sites in the country, with locations that consistently
attract rare birds. The following lists give just a few of the more than 300 species
that have been documented in Norfolk and ought to give you a flavour of what
you should see whilst walking the Peddars Way and Norfolk Coast Path.

Scrubland, grassland and heaths
Lapwings (Vanellus vanellus) prefer the open country but can be seen on mudflats, marshes and in meadows; the reserve at Cley and the coast around
Holkham are good spots to search them out. These medium-sized waders,
which feed on insects and invertebrates close to the surface of ponds or puddles,
are also known locally as peewits after their mournful cry. The seemingly black
plumage is in fact green and purple, which contrasts with the bird’s white underparts. Once killed for food, their eggs used to be collected and sold as delicacies, leading to a decline in numbers. Nowadays resident breeding pairs are less
common but large flocks of immigrating birds gather briefly in Norfolk during
autumn and winter.
Barn owls (Tyto alba) are distinctive, beautifully marked birds that appear
totally white but actually have shades of grey, buff and brown on their backs and
wings. Seen throughout the year they are most usually spotted hunting along
roadsides or ghosting across farmland and coastal fields at dawn and dusk.
Holme Dunes is a particularly good spot to look for these birds, which are known
in Norfolk as Billywix or hushwing, due to their silent flight. Short-eared owls
(Asio flammeus) are medium-sized owls with mottled brown bodies, paler underparts and yellow eyes. They commonly hunt during the day but are seen most
widely during winter when they can be spotted on coastal marshes and wetlands.
Stone curlews (Burhinus oedicnemus) are easily identifiable by their wailing call, which contributes to its local nickname, the wailing heath chicken.
They have brown, black and white plumage that provides perfect camouflage
against the sandy heaths where they hide during the day before feeding at night.
They have long yellow legs and large yellow eyes which are adapted for nighttime foraging. Norfolk is a stronghold for the species, which can be particularly
spotted in Breckland.
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Above, clockwise from top left: Black-backed gull, herring gull, black-headed gull, coot, whooper
swans, reed bunting, pochard.
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Above, clockwise from top left: Linnet, red kite, grey heron, brent geese, great white egret, chaffinch.
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Harebell
Campanula rotundifolia

Norfolk
olour - 6

Foxglove
Digitalis purpurea

Rosebay Willowherb
Epilobium angustifolium

Rowan (tree)
Sorbus aucuparia

Dog Rose
Rosa canina

Forget-me-not
Myosotis arvensis

Scarlet Pimpernel
Anagallis arvensis

Self-heal
Prunella vulgaris

Germander Speedwell
Veronica chamaedrys

Ramsons (Wild Garlic)
Allium ursinum

Bluebell
Hyacinthoides non-scripta

Ox-eye Daisy
Leucanthemum vulgare

Job: 06-701306 Title: Norfolk
DTP: 221 Page: Flowers Birds Colour - 7
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Above, clockwise from top left: Redshank, avocet, curlew, sanderling, turnstone, knot.

Job: 06-701306 Title: Norfolk
DTP: 221 Page: Flowers Birds Colour - 8
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TREES

At one stage Norfolk used to be covered with forest. Sadly this is no longer the
case. In the course of the trek, what forest there still is, is largely encountered
along the Peddars Way, either as you start the trail on the wooded Suffolk–
Norfolk border or progress north across a landscape dotted with plantations.
The windswept northern coast is more barren but the beaches are also often
backed by stands of trees. None of the woodland can be described as completely
natural and it has all been managed or altered in some way by man. In the past
Neolithic communities stripped the countryside here to dig for flint; this left the
countryside denuded. Heavy grazing exacerbated the deterioration of the soil,
until the deliberate planting of trees again was the only way to bind the soil and
prevent it from worsening further. This policy continues today and many of the
clusters of woodland are in fact plantations.

T H E E N V I R O N M E N T & N AT U R E

Predominant tree species
Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) is widespread in
Norfolk. The typical grey bark is
smooth at first before developing
ridges. The black buds in winter and
early spring are also distinctive. The
woods around Watton, allegedly the
site of the Babes in the Wood legend,
contain a number of impressive ash
trees.
Substantial, smooth-silvery-grey beech (Fagus
ASH (WITH SEEDS)
sylvatica) trees, which often develop strong domed
canopies, can also be seen throughout
the county. Some experts actually hold
that Norfolk is the northern limit for
native beech trees. Felbrigg Hall, near
Cromer, has a particularly attractive
beech woodland adjacent to it. The
woodland there also boasts a number
of magnificent, ancient sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa) trees, whose
large oval leaves darken with age from
o Oak leaves showing galls
pale green to a rich gold in autumn.
Oak trees support more kinds of
The common oak (Quercus robuinsects than any other tree in Britain
ra) is widespread and easily identifiand some affect the oak in unusual
able by its distinctive leaves and
ways. The eggs of gall-flies cause
acorns.
growths known as galls on the leaves.
Two species of willow, white wilEach of these contains a single insect.
Other kinds of gall-flies lay eggs in
low (Salix alba) and crack willow
stalks or flowers, leading to flower
(Salix fragilis), also appear throughout
galls, growths the size of currants.
Norfolk, and thrive next to waterways.
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Using this guide

The trail guide has been divided into stages but these should not be
seen as rigid daily stages since people walk at different speeds and
have different interests. The route summaries below describe the trail
between significant places and are written as if walking north
towards the coast on the Peddars Way and then east along the
Norfolk Coast Path since this is by far the most popular direction for
people tackling the trail. To enable you to plan your own itinerary,
practical information is shown clearly on the trail maps. This
includes walking times for both directions, places to stay and eat, as
well as shops where you can stock up on supplies. Further service
details are given in the text under the entry for each place.
For an overview of this information see itineraries on pp31-3
and the village and town facilities tables on pp36-9.
For overview maps and trail profiles see the colour pages at the
end of the book.
TRAIL MAPS

[for map key see p234]

Scale and walking times
The trail maps are drawn at a scale of 1:20,000 (1cm = 200m; 31/8
inches = 1 mile). Walking times are given along the side of each map
and the arrow indicates the direction to which that time refers. Black
triangles show the points between which the times have been taken.
See note on walking times in box below.
The time-bars are there as a guide and are not to judge your
walking ability. Any number of variables will affect the speed at
which you actually walk, from the weather conditions to the number
of beers you drank the previous evening. After the first few hours’
walking you should be able to gauge how your speed relates to the
timings on the maps.

o Important note – walking times
Unless otherwise specified, all times in this book refer only to the time
spent walking. You will need to add 20-30% to allow for rests, time to
stop and stare, photography, checking the map, drinking water etc. When
planning the day’s hike count on 5-7 hours’ actual walking.

4
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ROUTE GUIDE AND MAPS

Up or down?
The trail on the maps is marked as a broken line. An arrow across the trail indicates an incline: it always points to the higher ground. Two arrows show that the
slope is steep. If, for example, you are walking from A (at 80m) to B (at 200m)
and the trail between the two is short and steep it would be shown thus: A– – –
> > – – –B. If the arrow heads were reversed they would indicate the trail was
downhill.

Accommodation
Apart from in the larger towns along the coast where some selection of places
to stay has been necessary, almost every accommodation option within easy
reach of the trail is marked.
Details of each place are given in the accompanying text. The number and
type of rooms is given for each place: S = single bed, D = double bed, T = twin
beds ie two separate beds, Tr/Qd = triple/quad ie rooms that can sleep up to
three/four people, but note that this often means two people sharing a double bed
and the other(s) in bunk beds; these rooms can also be used as doubles or twins.
The text also mentions whether the premises have wi-fi (WI-FI); if a bath is
available () in, or for, at least one room; if a packed lunch (Ⓛ) can be preordered and whether dogs () are welcome. Most places will not take more
than one dog in a room and also only accept them subject to prior arrangement.
Many make an additional charge (usually per night but occasionally per stay)
while others may require a deposit which is refundable if the dog doesn’t make
a mess. See also p20.
Rates given are per person (pp) based on two people sharing a room for a
one-night stay – rates are almost always discounted for a longer stay. Where a
single room (sgl) is available the rate for that is quoted if different from the per
person rate. The rate for single occupancy (sgl occ) of a double/twin is generally higher, and the rate for three or more sharing a room may be lower. Unless
specified, rates are for B&B. At some places the only option is a room rate; this
will be the same whether one or two people share. See p21 for more details on
prices.
Note that many places only accept bookings for a minimum of two nights,
particularly in the summer months. However, to help walkers staying for two
(or more) nights they may offer a pick-up, drop-off service.

Other features
Other features are marked on the maps when pertinent to navigation. To avoid
cluttering the maps and making them unusable not all features have been
marked each time they occur.
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Peddars Way

Peddars Way follows a Roman road built along the line of an even older trackway.
The trail starts in the Brecks and runs north from Knettishall Heath for 46 miles
to Holme-next-the-Sea (see p129) where it intersects with Norfolk Coast Path.
If you are arriving by train or bus, Thetford (see below) is the closest stop
to the start of the trail at Knettishall Heath some 15 miles away.
his pamphlets Rights of Man and Age of
Reason made him famous in the late 1700s.
He played an active part in both the
American and the French revolutions.
Snetterton Circuit (see p15), 12
miles/20km north-east of Thetford on the
A11, is a motor-racing track that hosts
British touring cars, Formula Three and
superbike events.

ROUTE GUIDE AND MAPS

THETFORD
[see map p90]
Thetford was once the capital of Saxon East
Anglia. An important medieval religious
centre, its fortunes changed when the
Dissolution of the Monasteries meant the
religious buildings were destroyed, removing much of Thetford’s wealth and prestige.
Nowadays it is pleasant enough and
boasts a number of significant historic
buildings including a Cluniac Priory (see
box below) dating from 1107. The extensive remains (free admission), although little more than outlines of structures, are all
that’s left of one of the most important East
Anglian monasteries; see also p112. Other
sites include St Peter’s Church from the
1300s as well as older Iceni-fortified ramparts at Gallows Hill dating from AD40,
Saxon defences, and a Norman castle built
on a massive man-made mound, Castle
Hill, dating from the 1070s. The earthworks, the tallest in England, stand 81ft
high and measure 1000ft around the base.
The largest area of lowland pine forest left
in Britain, Thetford Forest, also stands on
the north-western edge of the town.
On King St there is a gilded, bronze
statue of Thomas Paine who was born in
Thetford in 1737. He worked as an exciseman here before going to America, where

Services
Everything of importance, including a
supermarket, such as Tesco and
Sainsbury’s, and banks with ATMs can be
found by turning left out of the station and
walking into the centre of town.
There is a tourist information centre
(TIC; % 01842-751975, : leapinghare.org;
Feb-Nov Mon-Thur 10am-3pm, Fri till
5pm, Sat 9am-3pm; rest of year same but
Mon-Thur to 2pm) at 20 King St. They can
provide information about accommodation
but do not do any bookings.

Transport
Getting to Thetford Thetford is a stop
on Greater Anglia’s train services between
Cambridge/Ely and Norwich and East
Midlands Trains’ between Liverpool and

l

o Cluniac Order
The Cluniac Order was a medieval organisation of Benedictines centred on the abbey
at Cluny in France. Founded in 910, the order became the furthest reaching religious
reform movement of the Middle Ages and at its height was second only to the papacy as the chief religious force in Europe. Gradually superseded by the Cistercians and
finally suppressed by the French Revolution.
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Alternatively, you can take a taxi from
the railway station. Sometimes cars are
waiting but, if not, try: C&S Taxis (%
01842-760322), Daley’s Taxis (% 01842750777), or A2B Taxis (% 01842-755222,
: a2btaxisthetford.co.uk. The journey
takes 10-15 minutes and costs £12-15 from
Thetford one way.
If planning to drive note that the car
park opposite the start of the Way has no
facilities and it is not secure so you shouldn’t
leave your vehicle there for any length of
time, especially the time it takes to trek the
whole trail. At the nearby Knettishall Heath
Country Park, however, there is a pay and
display car park with public toilets.
There is also a 15-mile path from
Thetford to Knettishall Heath that forms
part of the Iceni Way (see p39) should you
want to walk to the trailhead.

Norwich. Cambridge and Norwich provide
services to London and other destinations.
See box p48.
National Express coach NX490 (see
box p49) stops here.
Coach Services’ Nos 40, 81, 84, 86,
200/201 and 332 bus services connect with
surrounding towns and villages; see pp51-4
for details.

Getting to the start of Peddars Way
There are no scheduled bus services from
Thetford to Knettishall Heath (for the start of
the Peddars Way) so the best way to get there
is by booking the Suffolk Links Brecks
Area Bus (see box p51; £3 for a single journey); it can take you from Thetford (bus or
railway station) to the car park nearest to
where the Peddars Way begins and the
Icknield Way (see p35) ends.
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farm buildings on the Elveden Estate; the
buildings also house a series of upmarket
shops.

Where to eat and drink
The restaurant in Thomas Paine Hotel (see
Where to stay; daily noon-2pm & 69.30pm) has a range of bar meals (£9.9517.95) as well as daily specials and a fine
dining restaurant alongside locally brewed
real ale.
If you’re after a sharpener before you
start, The Albion (% 01842-338208; bar
Mon-Wed & Sun noon-11pm, Thur till
11.30pm, Fri-Sat 11am-12.30am; WI-FI;
), on Castle St, is a small pub in a row of
flint cottages close to the centre of town.
The patio overlooks the earthworks of
Castle Hill and Castle Park. Food is not
served but you are allowed to eat takeaways
in the pub.
There are fast-food restaurants on
Market Place and Guildhall St.
The eclectic menu in the good quality
café at Elveden Inn (see Where to stay;
food Mon-Sat 7.30-9.30am & noon-9pm,
Sun 7.30-10am & noon-8pm; WI-FI; )
includes baked hake fillet (£14.95) and beef
& venison Guinness stew (£16.95).
Sandwiches are available (Mon-Sat 11am5pm; from £5.95).

KNETTISHALL HEATH TO LITTLE CRESSINGHAM

ROUTE GUIDE AND MAPS

Where to stay
Should you arrive early enough in the
morning, it is possible to walk to
Stonebridge (see p96), some 6 miles north
east of Thetford for the first night.
However, if you choose to overnight in
Thetford, try the large Bell Inn (% 01842754455, : oldenglishinns.co.uk; 5S/34D/
7T, all en suite; ; WI-FI; Ⓛ; ), on King
St, which has B&B for around £43.75pp
(sgl around £77.50, sgl occ room rate) but
rates vary depending on demand; or the historical Thomas Paine Hotel (% 01842750372, : thethomaspainehotel.co.uk; 7D/
1T, all en suite; ; WI-FI; Ⓛ; ), on White
Hart St, named after the eponymous local
alumnus (see p89); B&B costs from £70pp
(sgl occ rates on request).
Wereham House (% 01842-761956,
: werehamhouse.co.uk; 2S/4D/1T/one
room sleeps up to five, all en suite; WI-FI;
Ⓛ), on White Hart St, has comfortably furnished rooms with B&B for about £43pp
(sgl/sgl occ from £59/72) – and a large
secluded garden. They also have a boot
room, a drying room and laundry facilities.
Elveden Inn (% 01842-890876, :
elvedeninn.com; 2Qd, both en suite; ;
WI-FI; ) provides B&B (from £45pp, sgl
occ room rate) and has a café (see Where to
eat) located within the stylishly converted

MAPS 1-8

Easy-going and well-maintained paths make
this first 14½ miles (23km; 5hrs) from
Knettishall Heath, actually in Suffolk, a gentle
introduction to the trail and the route ahead.
Meandering through tranquil woods the path,
formerly a Bronze Age trading route and Roman
road, quickly crosses into Norfolk and breaks
out across farmland before beginning to cross a series of attractive heaths where
you can begin to appreciate the scale of the landscape. Before you begin, bear
in mind that accommodation on the early stages of the Peddars Way is scarce so
make sure you have something booked. Alternatively, be prepared to detour
from the path and try your luck in one of the larger villages close by.
The Peddars Way begins rather quietly from a finger-post adjacent to a road
and next to Blackwater Carr – a surprisingly low-key and easy-to-miss way of
signalling the start of a National Trail.
(cont’d on p96)
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1S/1D/1T share facilities; ; WI-FI; Ⓛ),
which offers B&B in a very welcoming,
chintzy house. The rate is from £32.50pp
(sgl £45, sgl occ rates on request). The
shared bathroom has a Jacuzzi. Evening
meals are not available but the owner will
kindly run you to and from The Olde
Windmill Inn in Great Cressingham (see

below) for supper. In the morning he will
serve a substantial breakfast to set you up
for the day and prepare a packed lunch (if
requested in advance; additional charge),
which is very handy as there are no food
stops on the first part of the following day’s
walk.

ROUTE GUIDE AND MAPS

LITTLE CRESSINGHAM TO CASTLE ACRE

MAPS 8-13

These 11½ miles (18.5km; 4hrs 10 mins to 4½hrs) again form an almost
arrow-straight track, much of it metalled, which continues to push across the
broad farmland and lightly wooded countryside. The landscape of rolling hills,
cultivated, chequered fields and the occasional stand of trees is subtle rather
than dramatic, but nonetheless charming.
Leave Little Cressingham from the crossroads in the middle of the hamlet,
on a road called Pilgrims Way, and follow the Peddars Way as it undulates gently north. Cross the road to Great Cressingham and continue northwards
towards South Pickenham.

GREAT CRESSINGHAM
[off MAP 8, p103]
Almost two miles from the Peddars Way,
Great Cressingham is a picturesque village
with a fine church, St Michaels. There is
also a priory, set inside the moat of an earlier manor house that dates from the 16th
century. In addition the village boasts a
good pub with accommodation and a B&B.
The Olde Windmill Inn (% 01760756232, : oldewindmillinn.co.uk; 9D/5D
or T, all en suite; ; WI-FI; Ⓛ; ), at
Water End, has been operating since the
mid 17th century. It is a rambling, rustic
building supported by oak beams, with
three bars, separate dining areas, a modern
extension and a beer garden. The extensive

menu (food daily 11.30am-2.30pm & 5.3010pm, Sun till 9.30pm) includes lamb
shank in red wine (£15.95), steaks from
£13.95, and vegetarian dishes such as
Indian-style vegetable masala (£10.95).
Their signature sandwich, a bacon &
cheese hoagie prepared ‘Windmill style’,
costs £7.50. Wash the meal down with a
pint of the house beer, Windy Miller, or one
of the 30 malt whiskies stocked behind the
bar. The smart rooms are traditional in style
but have modern amenities. B&B costs
£40-43.75pp (sgl occ from £69.50).
Breakfast is served 7.30-9.30am and a full
English costs £9.50 for non-residents.

As you ease gently northwards past Caudle Common and approach Hall
Farm, keep an eye out for the chimneys of Pickenham Hall to the north-west,
looming over the trees. It is owned by the Packiri family, who are still landlords
for many of the properties in the village of South Pickenham. There has been a
hall at Pickenham since Tudor times, but the present red-brick building was
enlarged and rebuilt in the style of the Arts and Crafts movement in the first few
years of the 20th century. Surrounded by parkland, the hall is relatively modest,
built for comfort rather than to impress, a factor which has ensured its survival
as it is easy to maintain.
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There is a crossroads immediately after Hall Farm; to the left is South
Pickenham. There are no facilities in the village but just beyond Pickenham
Hall is an historic church, All Saints; it has a distinctive Norman round tower
and medieval crown and flint walls dating from 1075. Inside are some well-preserved historic memorials, a 15th-century wall painting of St Christopher, an
elegant piscine and 14th-century font as well as an impressive organ with
winged doors, considered to be one of the great East Anglian art treasures of the
19th century. The wings open out to show images of the Nativity and the
Adoration of the Magi, and the keys still produce a fine sound.
One mile to the east of Hall Farm crossroads is Brick Kiln Farm Caravan
& Camping Park (% 01760-441300, : norfolk-camping.co.uk; WI-FI; ),
which has tent pitches (£10pp for walkers and cyclists) and decent shower &
washroom facilities. They also have three ‘camping pods’, a timber-built beach
hut, barrel and pod with mattresses and basic equipment consisting of a kettle,
mini fridge, crockery and cutlery. You must bring your own bedding and towels. Each sleeps two adults; rates are £38 per pod per night. Advance booking
for the pods is recommended.
A short distance beyond the crossroads the path leaves the road and runs
parallel to it behind a hedge before dropping into the River Wissey valley to
cross the river. Before descending though there is a side track that climbs to St
Mary’s Church (: houghtonstmarys.co.uk; summer daily 2-4pm, winter SatSun 2-4pm), set on the summit of a small hill to the east. The rather pretty 11thcentury church, all that remains of the hamlet of Houghton, has been restored;
during the restoration Romanesque wall paintings were uncovered which are
held to be the largest surviving collection of medieval paintings in England. The
round-trip diversion takes 15-20 minutes.
Having skirted around a series of fields to descend to the river, the path
crosses it and climbs away alongside a further series of fields before edging
around a school and joining a road opposite a war memorial commemorating
the American airmen stationed here during WWII. More than 500 members of
42nd Bomb Group lost their lives in 64 missions flown over three months in
1944. The airfield has been converted and is now home to eight wind turbines,
visible on the skyline. Turn right and walk to a T-junction. The Peddars Way
continues left, whilst right takes you into North Pickenham.
There’s little in North Pickenham to keep you here, although there is a
church, St Andrews, that’s part medieval and part 19th century, and a one-time
friendly local pub The Blue Lion, though it was closed at the time of writing.

o Peddars Way cycle route

People who are cycling the Peddars Way should note that, at the point the trekking
path drops into the River Wissey valley, the cycle route continues on the road before
taking a left onto Houghton Lane and entering North Pickenham. At the T-junction in
the village centre, turn left to round a bend and re-join the Peddars Way trekking path.
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West Norfolk Community Transport’s No 12 bus service operates from here to
Swaffham; see box p51.
From the T-junction turn left onto Manor Farm Hill Rd and continue along
the tarmac road. Cross over the next road to Swaffham and join Procession Lane,
a wide dirt track that begins by the remains of two supports for an old railway line
bridge that used to cross the path here. Undulate north passing another Norfolk
Songline Sculpture (see box p97) until you reach the A47, connecting King’s
Lynn to Norwich. Just to the left, before a roundabout, is a petrol station where
you can pick up snacks and cold drinks, and a McDonald’s fast food restaurant.
There are also public toilets and a phone box here. Beyond the roundabout the
road left continues to Swaffham which is 1½ miles from the Peddars Way.
SWAFFHAM
[off MAP 11]
Swaffham is a small market town that
developed during Norfolk’s wealthy
medieval agricultural past and was once a
bustling social centre with a theatre, racecourse and dance hall. Although the Market
Place still has Georgian buildings and a
domed rotunda the other features and entertainments are now gone.
Set on a slight rise, the town’s two wind
turbines are easily identifiable against the
skyline while the Georgian and Victorian
façades hide mostly medieval houses. The
tall, slender church of St Peter and St Paul
is particularly impressive, with 88 flying
angels set in its roof and medieval carving
still evident in the Victorian benches and
choir stalls. Once home to Howard Carter
who famously discovered Tutankhamen’s
tomb, the town has various useful services
for the walker.
The Carter connection is explored at
Swaffham Museum (% 01760-721230, :
swaffhammuseum.co.uk; mid Feb-Dec
Mon-Fri 10am-4pm, Sat 10am-1pm; £3),
housed in a Grade II listed town house at 4
London St; the museum has local historical
information as well as material on ancient
Egypt.
The Green Britain Centre (% 01760726100, : greenbritaincentre.co.uk; MonFri 9am-4pm, Sat 10am-4pm; Aug Sun
10am-4pm; free) is an award-winning sustainable environmental education centre
that offers guided turbine tours (11am, 1pm
& 3pm; adults £6, children £4; booking is
recommended) during which you are
shown to the top of the E66 wind turbine up

a flight of 305 steps, at the top of which is
a glass-encased viewing platform designed
by Sir Norman Foster. There’s a small
organic and vegan café here as well.

Services and transport
There is a tourist information centre (%
01760-722255, : swaffhamtic@gmail
.com; opening hours as for the museum
plus Dec-mid Feb Fri 10am-3pm, Sat
10am-1pm) in Swaffham Museum (see column opposite). They have information on
accommodation but don’t do bookings.
National Express coach service
NX375 (see box p49) calls here. Konectbus
No 11 runs to Dereham via Sporle and
Watton and the Swaffham Area Flexibus
can be booked to travel to Sporle; see pp514 for details.

Where to stay
If you’re camping head to Breckland
Meadows Touring Park (% 01760-721246,
: brecklandmeadows.co.uk; WI-FI; ) to
the west of Swaffham on Lynn Rd. It’s a
caravan touring park that has a few tent
pitches (from £8/12 for a one-/two-man
tent), washrooms, laundry facilities and a
small shop which is open daily. Booking is
recommended in the summer months and
note that they do not accept children.
Lydney House Hotel (% 01760723355, : lydney-house.co.uk; 1S/5D/1T/
1Tr, all en suite; ; WI-FI; Ⓛ), located next
to the town’s medieval church, has goodquality rooms and charges from £45pp
(sgl/sgl occ from £80) for B&B.
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Strattons Hotel (% 01760-723845, :
strattonshotel.com; 14D, all en suite; ;
WI-FI; ), at 4 Ash Close, is a more upmarket boutique hotel with excellent green credentials and it charges accordingly. The
rooms are individual and funky; B&B costs
£59-87.50pp (sgl occ £120-130). Note that
the hotel has its own two cats.

Where to eat and drink
For fish & chips pop into Mother
Hubbard’s (% 01760-721933, : motherhubbards.com; Mon-Thur 11.30am-2pm &
4.30-9pm, Fri 11.30am-10pm, Sat
10.30am-10pm, Sun 2-9pm), at 91 Market
Place, where good-sized portions of awardwinning grub cost from £6.20.
Market Cross Café (% 01760-336671;
Mon-Thur 9am-5.30pm, Fri-Sat 9am-6pm,
Sun summer 9.30am-6pm winter 10am4pm; WI-FI), in Market Place, serves good
coffee as well as light lunches and evening
meals, and is licensed.

The bar in Lydney House Hotel (see
Where to stay; daily 11am-10.30pm) is a
relaxing place to unwind with a pint of real
ale; you can also try playing one of their
traditional pub games.
The award-winning restaurant at
Strattons Hotel (see Where to stay; daily
6.30-8.30pm) serves locally sourced produce such as monkfish cheek pie with
smoked dapple mash & Swiss chard (£15),
or grilled mackerel with German potato &
runner bean salad and creamed horseradish
(£12); afternoon teas are available (noon4.30pm). They also have a coffee shop and
deli (Mon-Fri 7.30am-5pm, Sat & Sun
8.30am-5pm) which serves morning coffee
and light lunches; you can also get the
ingredients for a packed lunch here.
For something less local there’s good
Chinese food at East Garden Chinese
Restaurant (% 01760-725722, : eastgar
den.net; Tue-Sun noon-2pm & 5-11pm), on
London St.

Beyond the A47 a metalled road continues, passing over a disused railway
line (Map 12; the old King’s Lynn to Dereham line) before zigzagging abruptly and branching off the road that leads to the pretty village of Sporle, just over
a mile to the east, to join Palgrave Rd to Palgrave Hall.

SPORLE
[off MAP 12]
There is a small shop, Threeways General
Store (% 01760-724300; Mon-Sat daily
6.30am-7.30pm, Sun 8am-7pm), where you
can buy basic supplies.
Konectbus No 11 stops outside the
store and the Swaffham Area Flexibus can
be booked to come here; see pp51-4 for
details.
The Peddars Inn (% 01760-788101,
: thepeddarsinn.com; bar Tue 6-10.30pm

in the summer only, Wed-Fri noon-3pm &
6-11pm, Sat 3-11pm, Sun noon-6pm; WI-FI;
) serves food (Wed-Fri noon-2pm & 69pm, Sat 4-9pm, Sun noon-3pm); the menu
includes burgers, pies, seafood and meat
from the grill (most mains cost £9.9511.95). However, note that The Peddars Inn
is not open on Mondays and has limited
opening hours on Tuesdays.

Pass Palgrave Hall before turning left at a T-junction and following the
minor road that skirts Hungry Hill and descends to cross the A1065 Swaffham
to Fakenham road at Bartholomew’s Hills. A metalled track then descends
towards South Acre and another crossroads. Cross straight over and take the
road signed ‘Ford, unsuitable for motors’ and descend to the River Nar on a

o Important note – walking times
All times in this book refer only to the time spent walking. You will need to add
20-30% to allow for rests, photography, checking the map, drinking water etc.
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(MAPS 25-23 & 26-31)
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This 13½-mile (21.5km; 5¼-6¼hrs) route
is your first real experience of the North
Norfolk coast. From The Green the path
drops down onto the promenade. There’s a
route along the cliff tops and another that
runs below the famous striped cliffs along
the beach, all the way to Holme (see p129).
From Holme you can join the Peddars
Way and trek inland along this route to Ringstead. For the Norfolk Coast Path,
once you arrive at Holme continue to follow the finger-posts arrowing along
the top of the dunes. Follow the path east towards Gore Point and Holme
Dunes Nature Reserve; the latter is managed by Norfolk Wildlife Trust (see
p61) but it includes a Bird Observatory which is maintained by Norfolk
Ornithologists Association (see p61). To the seaward side are lavender marshes and shingle bars that provide refuge for roosting and migrating birds.
During the autumn and spring keep an eye out for oystercatchers and knot
roosting in vast numbers. A section of boardwalk ends just before Gore Point
(Map 26), the headland beyond which was the original location of Seahenge
(see box p140).
An undulating, rolling boardwalk weaves across the dunes before entering
a stand of Corsican pines, just before Norfolk Wildlife Trust Visitor Centre
(see p61 for website details; Apr-Oct daily 10am-5pm, Nov-Mar Sat & Sun
10am-4pm), which has lots of interesting information on the reserve and its
inhabitants. Drinks, snacks and ice-cream are available and there is a deck overlooking Broad Water and the marshes on which to enjoy them. They have an
emergency telephone and toilets.
The path then bends inland, rounding Broad Water and heading south past
Ragged Marsh on a sea defence bank. Ahead you’ll see an old coal barn, the
subject of lots of paintings and photographs over the years, stood alone overlooking the marshes. Drop off the sea defence and join a dirt track. Turning left
at the stump of an old windmill, the path veers east and then enters Thornham.

o Important note – walking times
Unless otherwise specified, all times in this book refer only to the time spent walking. You will need to add 20-30% to allow for rests, photography, checking the map,
drinking water etc. When planning the day’s hike count on 5-7 hours’ actual walking.
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The Coast Path continues along the edge of the marshes and intertidal mudflats that are so popular with sea birds. After passing an entrance to the garden
of The White Horse (see below) the coast path curves left and crosses a dirt
track, The Drove, which leads to Burnham Deepdale.

BURNHAM DEEPDALE
can pick up all sorts of leaflets, get advice,
This small village straggles along either
buy postcards and maps. They have a range
side of the A149. Next to a petrol station is
of bikes for hire for all ages and can also
a Nisa Local supermarket (daily 7amprovide free route maps and lots of sugges9pm) with a reasonable range of groceries
tions for where to ride. Rates start from
and food; it also offers cashback. Opposite
£12/day for adult bikes and children’s bikes
is St Mary’s church, a mostly Victorian
half that.
structure with a round tower that still
There is also a hostel for groups, The
retains traces of its Saxon heritage. Inside is
Deepdale Granary, which sleeps up to 18
an unusual square stone font of Norman
(2 x 6- / 1 x 4- / 1 x 2-bed room) with a fully
origin and a smattering of medieval glass,
fitted kitchen and dining room, and costs
the best bits of which can be found in the
£252-288 per night.
north aisle west window.
Look out for the Deepdale Hygge,
Adjacent to the church is a stop for
their celebration of the North Norfolk Coast
Lynx’s Coastliner 36 bus service (see p50
in March and a small music festival hosted
and box p54 for details) to Wells/Cromer.
on site during September (see pp14-15).
On the corner of the A149 and Dalegate
Deepdale Café (% 01485-210200, :
Lane is the stop for the equivalent service
deepdalecafe.co.uk; daily 8am-4pm, breakgoing to Hunstanton.
fast 8-11.45am, lunch noon-3pm; WI-FI;
Deepdale Backpackers and Campsite
), an eatery that makes substantial break(% 01485-210256, : deepdalebackpackers
fasts (Classic full English £9.50) as well as
.co.uk; 1D/1T/5Tr/1Qd/3 x 6-, 1 x 8-bed
lunch snacks such as loaded jacket potatoes
dorm, all en suite; WI-FI; ) is a fantastic
(from £6.50), burgers (from £10.95), goodhostel-style stop centred around a covered
sized sandwiches (from £6) and tasty salads
stable courtyard. Dorm beds, in the care(from £8.95). Food is also available for
fully converted stables, cost £12-18pp (all
takeaway and they have various lunch-pack
bedding provided, just bring towels) while
options from £5.
private rooms cost £20-30pp (sgl occ
About five minutes back up the road to
room rate). There’s a minimum of two
Brancaster is The White Horse (% 01485nights booking at weekends (Fri & Sat or
210262, : whitehorsebrancaster.co.uk;
Sat & Sun) and three nights over bank hol11D/4T, all en suite; ; WI-FI; Ⓛ; ),
idays or during school holidays for the private rooms.
If you’re camping, there are 85
0
200m
pitches suitable for tents, camperBus
vans and motor homes (no caravans
stop
The Drove
St Mary’s
though). Standard tent pitches cost
Bus
The
A149
£7-16/8-26 for one/two people. A
White stop
i
Deepdale
strict noise policy means the site
Horse
Deepdale
Backpackers
remains tranquil after 10pm. As well
Café
Dalegate Lane
& Campsite,
as a modern kitchen and lounge,
Information
Petrol station
Centre
eco-friendly hot showers, laundry
& Nisa Local
supermarket
and drying room, there is a very
well-stocked information centre
and shop (Easter-end Oct Mon-Sat
9am-6pm, Sun 10am-4pm, rest of
year Mon-Sat to 5pm) where you

Burnham Deepdale
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SEA PALLING

descends into the lively little knot of eateries and entertainment buildings here.
There are toilets at the foot of the ramp as well.
SEA PALLING
[see map p210]
Sea Palling is a small community in a designated Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. On account of the nine off-shore
reefs built as part of flood prevention,
there’s an excellent sandy beach, while the
town has everything you need for a really
good break.
Reefs Bar (% 01692-598177, : reefs
bar.com; food Mon-Sat noon-10pm, Sun

noon-9pm; WI-FI; ) serves pub grub such
as chilli, chicken curry and a rack of ribs.
They host a carvery on Sunday (noon4pm), featuring a choice of roast meats and
a dessert (1/2 courses £6.50/8.95). You’ll
find live sports showing on the screens and
live music most weekends.
Alternatively, pick up classic fish &
chips from Beach Rock Fish & Chip Shop
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TRAILBLAZER

‘...the Trailblazer series stands head,
shoulders, waist and ankles above the rest.
They are particularly strong on mapping...’
THE SUNDAY TIMES

includes accommodation, pubs
and restaurants in detailed guides
to 45 towns and villages from
Knettishall Heath to Hopton-on-Sea
o Includes 77 detailed walking maps: the
largest-scale maps available – At just
under 1:20,000 (8cm or 31/8 inches to 1 mile)
these are bigger than even the most detailed
walking maps currently available in the shops

o Unique mapping features – walking
times, directions, tricky junctions, places to
stay, places to eat, points of interest. These
are not general-purpose maps but fully
edited maps drawn by walkers for walkers

o Itineraries for all walkers – whether
hiking the entire route or sampling highlights on day walks or short breaks

o Detailed public transport information
for all access points
o Practical information for all budgets

What to see; where to eat (cafés, pubs and
restaurants); where to stay (B&Bs, hotels,
bunkhouses, hostels and campsites)

o Includes downloadable GPS

100km
50 miles

Hunstanton
PEDDARS
WAY

London

* including walk to Hunstanton
from end of Peddars Way

Price in USA

US$19.95

AND

PEDDARS WAY
77 large-scale maps & guides to 45 towns and villages
PLANNING – PLACES TO STAY – PLACES TO EAT
KNETTISHALL HEATH – HUNSTANTON – HOPTON-ON-SEA

ALEXANDER STEWART

51995 >

1

DISTRIBUTED IN USA BY NBN
% 1-800-462-6420 www.nbnbooks.com

ISBN 978-1-905864-98-0

Norfolk
Coast Path

www.trailblazer-guides.com

DISTRIBUTED IN UK & IRELAND BY
THE TRAVEL ALLIANCE % 01225 406440

UK£11.99

Hoptonon-Sea
Knettishall
Heath

The Peddars Way runs 46
miles (74km) from Knettishall
Heath on the Suffolk/Norfolk
border, following an ancient
dry route above the fens,
mudflats and marshes to
reach the coast at Holme-nextthe-Sea. The Norfolk Coast
Path (85½ miles/137km)
begins in nearby Hunstanton
and hugs the beautiful Norfolk
coastline with its vast sandy
beaches through Holkham,
Blakeney, Cley and Cromer to
end
at
Hopton-on-Sea.
Together they form a superb
134-mile (215km) route*, one
of the most straightforward,
varied and enjoyable National
Trails in Britain.

waypoints

Price in UK

NORFOLK
COAST PATH

Norfolk Coast Path & Peddars Way

1

EDN

EDN

9 781905 864980

1st

edition
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